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j TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY !
iBrowns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Post Office Box 20001
,

Decatur, Alabama 35609-2000,
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission
Document Control Desk i

Washington, D.C. 20555 ;

Dear Sir;

i

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO. 50-260 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/89018

The enclosed report provides details concerning a violation of the Technical
Specification due to inoperable diesel generator caused by air start motors
failure to disengage. This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73

(a)(2)(1).

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

J. R. Bynum
Vice President
Nuclear Power Production

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration INPO Records Center
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Suite 1500
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION VIOLATION DUE TO INOPERABLE DIESEL GENERATOR CAUSED BY AIR
START MOTORS FAILURE TO DISENGAGE
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On June 6, 1989, at 1440 hours, diesel generator (DG) A was declared inoperable ]resulting in the inoperability of the 2A residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump and the
failure to comply with technical specifications (TSs) limiting condition for
operation regarding RHR pumps. The DG was declared inoperable when one bank of
air start motors failed to disengage from the engine ring gear after starting the
DG. This incident occurred during performance of a logic system surveillance,

| test.

| The failure was attributed to undetected damage from corrosion debris which
I

pitted the air solenoid valve seats. The diesel starting air system was recently
modified by installing air dryers and cleaned. The damage is believed to have
been received prior to the modification and cleaning.

The DG was immediately shutdown. Immediate corrective action included inspection
| and replacement of the air solenoid valve, and both affected air start motors.

Following maintenance, DG A was returned to service on June 7, 1989, at 1502
hours. An inspection of a similar solenoid on another DG was performed and the
same condition did not exist. Unit 2. was in cold shutdown and units 1 and 3 were
defueled when the event occurred.
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|'
' Description of Event

On June 6, 1989, at 1440 hours, during performance of a Surveillance Instruction |
'((SI), Common Accident Signal Logic System, SI-4.9.A.3.a) diesel generator ,

'

(DG)(EIIS code EB/DG) A was declared inoperable. The left bank of air start
moters (EIIS code LC/MSTR) did not properly disengage from the engine ring gear

,

after starting the DG. The solenoid valve (0-FSV-082-592) controlling the
'

engagement of the starter motors did not fully reseat when the DG started becau;e
of seat surface damage. The operator (utility, non-licensed) in the diesel room
noted the condition and immediately tripped the DG.

Browns Ferry unit 2 was in cold shutdown and units 1 and 3 were defueled when
this event occurred. The unit 2 reactor vessel contained irradiated fuel with
the vessel head removed and the fuel pool gate in place. The Technical
Specification (TS) (3.5.B.9) for this plant configuration required two unit 2
residual heat removal (RHR)(EIIS code BO) pumps to be operable. The two Division
II RHR pumps were out of service due to a scheduled divisional outage. This
event made the 2A RHR pump inoperable because its onsite power supply was not
available. The limiting condition for operation (LCO) was not met because only

| one RHR pump remained operable.

Analysis of Event

The DGs provide a self-contained, highly reliable backup power supply for the
safety related loads in the event the normal power is not available. The diesel
generators are required to automatically start and come to a ready-to-load
condition and must be capable of accepting automatically sequenced plant safety
loads with no operator actions required. The failure of the air start motors to
disengage did not prevent the start of the DG, but this taadition could have
degraded the diesel reliability for additional restarts. A redundant air start
train was available and operable when the failure occurred.

Each DG has an independent air powered starter system with a reservoir of air
capable of starting the DG. Each air start system is comprised of two complete
and independent trains. Failure of one train of the air start system alone will
not prevent the diesel from starting. Components of the air start system in a I

train include reciprocating compressor, after cooler, air dryer, air receivers
and holding tanks, isolation valve, strainer, and interconnecting piping and
tubing and air driven start motors. The air dryers were installed in the system
recently to reduce moisture and minimize corrosion. I

I

The diesel engine start sequence opens the solenoid valve allowing air pressure |
to move the pinion gear forward to engage with the engine ring gear and then !
opens the air oper.tted air start valves. Air is then valved in to rotate the air !
start motors to accelerate the DG for starting. The solenoid valve is
deenergized when the diesel attains approximately 200 rpm. This isolates the air
start valve, disengages the pinion gear and stops air ficw to the air start
motors. In this case, however, the solenoid valve failed to fully reseat,
therefore, the air start motors failed to disengage.

!
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/Lqalysis of Event (continued)

The RHR system function in conjunction with the other core standby cooling
systems (CSCS) provides core flooding and cooling functions. During this event

| the 2A RHR pump was available for use as long as offsite power was available.
I Additionally, the 2C RER pump and the core spray pumps, 2A and 2C, were operable

and capable of supplying coolant to the ccre.;

Q use of Event

The event resulted from a failed air solenoid valve on the left bank of DG A.
) Damage was visually evident on the valve seats and attributed to previously

undetected pitting from corrosion debris. The pitting damage occurred prior to
|- corrective action which ad:Iressed known deficiencies in the compressed air

system. The annual inspection and maintenance performed in September, 1988,
failed to identify the pitting and incipient failure. This was attributed to a
lack of detail inspection criteria in procedure MMI-6.

The solenoid valve is manufactured by Grahun-White Manufacturing Company, model
Salem number 812-6. The air start motors are Ingersol-Rand, model D89RH-46.

Corrective Action

The operator (utility, non-licensed) in the diesel room immediately shutdown the
diesel. Corrective maintenance included inspection and replacement of the air
start solenoid valve (0-FSV-082-592), and both affected air start motors. The
engine ring gear was inspected by the maintenance personnel and no damage was
found. The DG A was returned to service on June 7,1989, at 1502 hours,

The air dryer installation and pipe cleaning along with the scheduled inspections
and preventive maintenance are expected to prevent future recurrence of
problems. The scheduled inspection and preventive maintenance include: (1) an

| annual inspections and maintenance as documented in subsection 9.10 of Mechanical
Maintenance Instructions (MMI-6), (2) the next annual inspections of the DG air
starting system solenoid valve will be performed by a component and/or system
engineer, and a designated foreman so that a new baseline is established and tbe
inspection is thorough and consistent. A procedural revision to MMI-6 will I

clearly define and document this activity. The procedure will be revised by
August 31, 1989. An inspection of a similar solenoid on another DG was
performed. The condition did not exist on the solenoid seat.

Previ.pys.Similar Eyents

Two similar incidents occurred on units I and 2, as reported in Licensee Event
Report (LER) BFRO-50-259/86008, on January 31, 1986, on DG A (a right bank air,

j start motor), and February 12, 1986, on DG B. During the start sequence for both
incidents, the air start motor did not disengage and diesel generators were
tripped by the operator. The investigation indicated a corrosion debris problem.

|
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Erevious Similar Events (continued)

The corrective action for LER BFRO-50-259/86008 addressed similar problems. The i

modifications and inspections were recently completed. The inspections did not |
detect the pitting damage of the solenoid valve due to the lack of detail in the ;

procedure.

Commitments 1

The.next solenoid valve annual inspection of the DG air start system solenoid I'

valve will be performed by a component and/or system engineer, and a designated
foreman so that a new baseline is established and the inspection is thorough and
consistent. A procedural revision to MMI-6, subsection 9.10, will implement this
action. The procedure will be revised by August 31, 1989.
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